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To: Rebecca Agosta 

From: Allysea Thompson 

Date: 12 February 2014 

Initial Inquiry Subject: 

I am interested in researching and finding out about the unique challenges black women and white male 
couples face. 1\i{any people can remember a time when they saw ~lack male/ white woman couple but 
unfortunately not the other way around. In society, it seems socialY acceptable for a black male and a 
white woman to be together but not vice versa. I don't think that's it's intentional but socially, black tic waD we 
women and white men are displayed to be total opposites. Black woman are displayed as aggressive, see. 
promiscu~us with their bodies and reckless by the m~dia. White me~ are displaye~ as goal-oriented, Sfavtypes? 
good lookmg, and wealthy. These two groups seem hke polar opposites and less hkely to meet then the · 
black men/ white women population. This topic relates to me because I am a black woman who find 
white men attractive, but I have not been in a relationship with one. I do; however, see myself being in . ..J.... 
interracial relationships. Interracial relationships between black women and white men is not a topic fCl~(fl~ I' 
that can really; be ex~e~ or statistically proved and thus is a more opinion-based inquiry. • ~tt 
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I am going o viewmterracial couple 'Girlfriend 13oyfriend Tags'. These videos are on YouTube and 
they involve a couple sitting down and answering questions related to how they got together, what they 
were first thinking when they met, and the challenges they face. I plan on looking at interviews of 
famous interracial couples like Tamera Mo~-Housley and Adam Housley. They have recently been in 
the spotlight because of the scrutiny and discrimination they are getting from the public for being an 
interracial couple. I also would really like to talk one-on-one with a BWWM couple to get a persW}~ t . ay } 
one-on-one testimony that what I've seen online and read about is really true. •po·t\-Q.~See t+ \ r '1S W w 
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42. When ditmterracia1Clafl~ oe~e1ega~ l~? hJhy 4:> r-e.or I e. 'J ~:...: 
-3. How do p~ople reacb:when thex ~~~ interrafial couple? oll-<4ff\'DV~ · " 1<1~. ? 

4: What attracts the~~··p~W6sne~ gr~together? quesn-cns 
-5. How.d~es ~ociety portray these relationships in television shows or movies? ..,..,t.. ., • 7 -6."f'omlheS/7 ttowd.o~yf~ ?leach4here \::tcts? T ~evv.& 
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**I need he~ trying to fin questio~~ reffitfo howill'ick wome~hite male couples WWM) 
have a diffe~nt "identity" because of the relationship dynamic they are in.** But this is what I have so . 
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